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Day 1: Tuesday 20th August, Vancouver
Departing at 18:00 we left the Vancouver city skyline behind us and cruised in to the late evening sunset on the start
of our adventure to Alaska.

Leaving Vancouver behind, our adventure begins

Day 2: Wednesday 21st August, at sea en-route to Ketchikan
We awoke to occasional rain showers, a
blustery wind and low cloud but a
superb calm sea state and wonderful
atmospheric scenery as we cruised the
inside

passage

toward

Ketchikan.

Finding a sheltered forward starboard
deck location we conducted our first
watch for cetaceans (whales, dolphins
and porpoises) at 06:20am.

Cruising the beautiful Johnstone Strait

Cruising the beautiful Johnstone Strait, many seabirds were evident including common murres, rhinoceros auklets,
flocks of red-necked phalaropes and a single tufted puffin. It wasn't long before we started to see a large group of
gulls and other shorebirds wheeling around in the channel ahead of the ship. Congregations of seabirds over the water
are usually attracted to food under the surface which is also being hunted by something larger, like dolphins or a
whale. We kept on watching the gathering of birds which seemed to be focused on one area of water and then
suddenly a whale blow appeared just below the birds but we didn’t get a glimpse of the whale. The whale blow is
created when the animal exhales, the blow forms a dense cloud of water vapour and material from its lungs which
hangs in the air for a few seconds. After an anxious few minutes the whale came to the surface and blew again. This
time we were able to see the animal as its body and dorsal fin rolled into view and confirmed the sighting of our first
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humpback whale. As we continued to cruise the Johnstone Strait we recorded more humpback whales as multiple
whale blows appeared, followed by views of the whales back and their two tier dorsal fin. After 30 minutes we had
recorded a further seven humpback whales.

The blow, back and dorsal fin of one of our first humpback whales

As the Johnstone Strait widened at the northern end of Vancouver Island a group of nine pacific white-sided dolphins
suddenly appeared swimming fast toward the bow of the ship. We quickly moved to a position to look ahead of the
ship hoping to see the dolphins bow riding but they had disappeared. Scanning all around the ship we picked up the
dolphins riding the side and wake waves. The dolphins were taking advantage of the pressure waves caused by the
ships forward movement and effortlessly riding the them.

Pacific white-sided dolphins
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All too quickly the dolphins disappeared and we returned to observing from the sheltered starboard side. In the calm
waters we recorded three more species of marine mammal, harbor seal, harbor porpoise and sea otter.

Leaving the humpback whales and dolphins behind us we cruised towards Moresby Island and the Haida Gwaii. By
mid-morning the sea state had become heavier however, humpback whales and pacific-white sided dolphins were
occasionally still being seen by excited guests and several bird species including leach’s petrels and sooty shearwaters
expertly rode the deep wave troughs of the rough seas.

During dinner an estimated 100 pacific white-sided dolphins delighted guests by appearing in the late evening and
performing close to the port side of the ship for 20 minutes with wake wave riding, incredible high-leaps and surging
fast swimming. What a fantastic sight to end the day with?!

Day 3: Thursday 22nd August, Ketchikan
A deck watch from 05:50am as we cruised towards Ketchikan over calm waters provided no sightings of any cetaceans,
but we did enjoy great views of several bald eagles as they perched in trees along the shoreline and flew across the
channel in front of the ship. Excursions from Ketchikan provided guests with incredible views of humpback whales
and black bears catching salmon.

Day 4: Friday 23rd August, Juneau
The early morning started wet, windy
and dark, but on the sound advice of
Captain Larsen we set up our watching
station from the Palm Court at
05:00am and were quickly joined by
eager and excited guests as we cruised
toward Juneau, the capital of Alaska.
Gradually the darkness turned to light
as the dawn emerged, the stunning
Alaskan scenery came in to view and
we could start to observe the ocean
around us as the anticipation grew of
what we might see….
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It wasn't long before the call of 'whale blow'
was heard. Our first whale was only seen by its
three blows as it moved down the starboard
side of the ship. It did however, give us an
opportunity to introduce the clock system of
direction that we use to describe where
animals are being seen (the bow of the ship is
12 o'clock, stern 6 o'clock, Starboard 3 o’clock
and Port 9 o’clock) and also use landscape
features as location indicators with distance to
the horizon as halfway or two-thirds.

Not everyone managed to see the first whale, but it wasn't long before another shout of 'whale blow' and this time
there was a group of three humpback whales. We could all see their dark backs against the light grey sea as the ship
passed them by. Within a few minutes more humpback whales were seen with up to 200 excited guests now having
joined the watch, picking up the blows and bodies of these impressive marine mammals.

Sadly, weather conditions did not improve as rain continued to fall but guests in the Palm Court moved from port to
starboard and back again as we were thrilled to record 39 humpback whales between 06:00am to 08:00am, including
several mother and calf pairs. We also recorded two groups of Steller sea lions, approximately 16 animals in total,
with their heads and hind flippers visible above the surface. It had been a fabulous morning with all the guests visiting
the Palm Court during that time managing to get views of the humpback whales. As the morning progressed the
sightings of whales reduced however, those enjoying their breakfast by windows continued to occasionally see
humpback whales and a group of pacific white-sided dolphins.

Many guests who joined whale watching excursions out of Juneau were thrilled to see numerous humpback whales,
including a breaching calf.
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Why do whales breach? It could be for a number of reasons, such as: displace parasites; communication; to look at
their surroundings; show how physically fit they are; building up their strength; warning of danger; or just because
they can. Ultimately, the reasons for breaching are still unknown and this is what makes the marine environment and
studying these majestic animals so thrilling; there is still plenty for us to learn.
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Day 5: Saturday 24th August, Skagway
Due to it still being dark when we docked in Skagway we did not conduct a deck watch today, but instead analysed
our recorded data so far on the trip and enjoyed meeting with guests to hear about their wildlife experiences.

Day 6: Sunday 25th August, Sitka
We knew the approach into Sitka can be productive for whales, as the bridge crew of the Crystal Symphony had been
seeing numerous humpback whales in the area over the past few months. Therefore, we stationed ourselves in the
Palm Court, along with many guests, and eagerly scanned the ocean. As we cruised east the sun rose and the beautiful
islands and landscape came into view.
We passed a large number of fishing boats throughout the morning, but as yet no marine mammals came into view.
Then all of a sudden 'whale blow!' was shouted and everyone suddenly stood to attention, eagerly scanning the calm
seas. The blow hung in the air for a few seconds allowing guests to locate the position of the whale and direct those
that had not seen the blow to the area where the whale was now swimming below the surface. The dark and broad
body of the whale broke the surface and with a roll through the water the two tiered humped dorsal fin appeared.
‘Humpback whale!’ was shouted by several guests, who were now excellent whale spotters after spending time with
us throughout the duration of the cruise. The whale lifted its fluke (tail) and disappeared from view on a deep dive.

A humpback whale that briefly joined us alongside on our cruise toward Sitka

The fluke (tail) of one of the humpback whales as it begins a deep dive
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After the exciting encounter we settled down and continued our search of the ocean. Sometimes whale watching is
about keeping one eye on the ocean and the other eye on your fellow whale watchers - a small group of guests were
pointing and intently looking ahead of the ship. Emerging out of the calm sea a dark, slow rolling body with a pointed
small falcate dorsal fin – a minke whale and a new species for the cruise.
You are unlikely to see the blow of a minke whale due to its relatively small size (6.5-9m/21-30ft), so good viewing
conditions are usually needed to observe the smallest of the baleen whales. Usually they appear once and disappear
quickly, but this marine mammal appeared at the surface several times rewarding our time with great views just before
arriving into Sitka.

Distinctive dark back and small falcate dorsal fin of the minke whale

Day 7: Monday 26th August, Hubbard Glacier, Alaska
The final day of the cruise was to be a day of encounters with two of nature’s top spectacles. The day started with
incredible views of the jaw dropping and awe-inspiring Hubbard Glacier against a superb backdrop of sunlit snowcapped mountains. The 75-mile-long and six-mile-wide Hubbard Glacier is the largest tidewater glacier (one which
reaches the sea) in North America. With impressive ice cliffs up to 400-foot-high the wall of ice rises sheer and jagged
from the ocean. The glacier put on quite a show for us all, with blocks of ice that can no longer be supported at the
front of the slowly advancing glacier collapsing and crashing into the sea below. This caused an upward plume of water
to rise against the face of the glacier and the cracking boom of 'glacial thunder' caused by the splitting of the huge
chunks of ice resonating around Yakutat Bay.
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The stunning Hubbard Glacier

As we continued our cruise west across the Gulf of Alaska towards our final destination, Seward, we crossed the
deepest waters of our ocean adventure. For whale watchers these deeper waters are very exciting, as they have the
potential to produce a range of cetacean species. In these areas the nutrient rich cold water rises to the surface and
providing an abundance of food for marine life. We decided to take advantage of the calm seas and conducted our
watch from the outside Observation Deck above the Palm Court.
A disturbance on the water caught our attention, had we just seen a leaping dolphin? Looking through binoculars the
tail of a large animal slapping against the water’s surface was visible, is this a humpback whale? Suddenly a tall black,
pointed dorsal fin emerged and in our excitement we both shouted 'killer whale' as we dashed to inform guests in the
Palm Court. A number of guests managed to locate the distant dorsal fin of the male killer whale and despite this
animal being some distance away, huge smiles appeared on everyone’s face.

Dorsal fin of the male killer whale
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Later that afternoon we hosted our final hospitality desk session and there was huge interest from visiting guests in
the sightings map. We informed guests that there remained a good chance of more encounters with killer whales as
we cruised the deeper waters of the Gulf of Alaska and we were not wrong. As we were packing up to leave the
hospitality desk a large group of guests opposite began to stand up, look through the deck windows and jump up and
down. We approached the animated and excited group as more people joined and looked. Loud cries, chatter and
laughter was the result of another male killer whale passing the ship! People cheered, jumped up and down, highfived, and hugged us in celebration, having seen the oceans top predator. What an incredible final memory from a
superb cruise.

Marine mammal sightings map from our superb cruise
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ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk.
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Species recorded
Cetaceans
Species
Humpback whale
Minke whale
Killer whale
Pacific white-sided
dolphin
Dall's porpoise
Harbor porpoise

Other wildlife
Total
68
1
1

Species
Harbor seal
Steller sea lion
Sea otter

Total
6
41
3

104
16
1

Birds
American herring gull
Arctic tern
Bald eagle
Black-legged kittiwake
Black oystercatcher
Black-footed albatross
Bonaparte's gull
California gull
Cassin's auklet
Common loon
Common merganser
Common murre
Dark-eyed junco
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Double-crested cormorant
Feral pigeon
Northern fulmar
Glaucous-winged gull
Goldeneye
Harlequin duck
Leach's petrel
Marbled murrelet
Mew gull
Northwestern crow
Osprey
Pacific loon
Pelagic cormorant

Pigeon guillemot
Pomarine jaeger
Raven
Red-necked phalarope
Red-tailed hawk
Rhinoceros auklet
Savannah sparrow
Sooty shearwater
Surf scoter
Tufted puffin
Western gull
White-winged scoter
Yellow-rumped warbler
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